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Day 2 

Adjectives are describing words that are used to describe nouns. It also describe 

the size of a noun, color of a noun and a number of a noun.  

A nice Challenge  

List of adjectives that are more meaningful than “nice” or “good”…… 

Nice- a sunny day, an enjoyable day, delightful surprise, pleasant evening. 

Good– a loyal dog, fine job, superb performance. 

1. Think a better adjective to replace “nice” in each space. 

a. A nice sharp   a _____________ sharp. 

b. A nice dress  a _____________ dress. 

c. A nice table   a _____________ table.  

d. A nice day   a _____________ day.  

 

2. Choose an adjective from the box to fill each space. 

ripe   tiny    large    greedy   tall    deep  

 

 

One day a _______ elephant met a _________ mouse near a _________ river. The 

mouse was eating a __________ banana it had found under a ________ tree. The 

elephant stole the banana from the mouse. 



 

 

Opposites  

Students will said the opposite adjective that would be given “adjectives in a 

sentence” on the board. 

Examples: an elephant is large but a mouse is small. 

A fire is hot is hot but ice is cool. 

The girl is short but her uncle is tall. 

The bread is soft but the knife is sharp. 

Look at the picture carefully and write the opposite adjective of the words. 

 

 

 

 

Strong    ______ Fast     _______ Full  ________ 



 

 

 

  

 

 

3. Choose an adjective that has a similar meaning to the underlined 

adjective in each sentence. 

damp       warm     tiny      fast    bag 

 

 

a. This is a small mouse. This is a ____________. 

b. The sun is hot. The sun is ________. 

c. This shirt is wet. This shirt is __________. 

d. Tom is quick. Tom is __________. 

e. This table is large. This table is __________. 

 

Small    ________ Hot    _________ 
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1. Answer will vary 

 

2. Large,tiny,deep,ripe,tall,greedy 

 

 

3. a.Tinyb. warm  c. damp  d. fast   e. big 

 

 


